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To make the camera work correctly, I had to change the Memory card. The
H9S only works with SanDisk Extreme (SDHC). To be able to use it with the
Viva View, I had to use Sandisk Ultra at 3GB. The only problem is that now
I have to change the software from the H9R as the H9S has a different
software. However, the software works perfectly. In addition, the firmware
update comes with an update to the firmware and can be done at any time
without having to change the software. If the firmware update does not
succeed you can take a close look at the SATA port of the camera. Mine
had a bent pin at a few degrees, so you can insert it by hand a little better.
In addition, I was not able to see the setting in the menu for the Time zone.
The settings menu for the battery, shutter speed and the configuration of
the wifi are also not visible. When the camera is set on time and the
battery is on, you can control it via the smartphone with the camera app
for Android or iOS. I think that the firmware is located in the micro sd card
(external memory), which I had to remove due to the fact that the software
did not work with the SanDisk Extreme. If the firmware is missing, I would
recommend to contact the user manual as it may be used without a
problem. If you remove the memory card, it will not work because it is the
firmware, the software and the memory card that are installed when you
use the camera. In addition, the memory card should be formatted in
FAT32 and should have at least 2GB in size. Everything works perfectly
This is firmware [ EKEN H9] for action cameras. The firmware is released
by [ EKEN ]. You can see the download link from the bottom of this
document. We provide a download link for our Gearbest customers.
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The camera is equipped with its own SD card interface, so you can
immediately start using it. The firmware version is 15.9066.0 and currently
there is no known bug. The camera is available in various colors: red, blue,
black, and white. At the moment its only available in the German language

and for Germany in Europe. Currently no delivery outside Germany is
planned. During the initial first operation of the EKEN I received the

following error message: "Kamera steuert auf Batterieladeaus" (Camera
controls on battery charge). The error message indicates that the camera

can not yet operate while there is power supplied. You can format the
camera with the push of a button. A 32GB Class 10 microSD slot provides

room for the expanded recording capacity. The EKEN logo also has a
button that transfers the camera to the shooting mode. Therefore, the
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manual is not necessary during shooting. The Wi-Fi connection is not
reccommended for day to day recording because it takes too long to

establish a connection. However, if youre doing a lot of shooting the Wi-Fi
does have its advantages. It allows you to check the camcorder status, to
upload photos or videos directly from your smartphone and to access the
EKEN App. The camera has a lot of internal memory. You can check the
maximum memory used here. The EKEN H9S supports up to 128GB of

internal memory. The default memory is 16GB. However, you can use up
to 4GB of the internal memory as a buffer. The buffer contains every movie
frame you took at the time and which can save your movie if the internal
memory runs out. To change the buffer size, click on the option at the top

of the screen to access the menu. 5ec8ef588b
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